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About This Game

Construct: Escape the System is a sci-fi themed first person platformer that sees you trapped in a computer system, trying to
escape.

Explore the system and locate the 8 empowering 'ability orbs'. Find and download the 5 'player upgrades'. Seek out and extract
the 16 'system core power orbs'. Do all this and maybe you can escape.

Key features

- 4-6 hours of first person platforming gameplay with puzzle elements.
- Gameplay is a combination of exploration, platforming and careful thinking.

- 8 unique ability orbs to locate.
- Puzzle gameplay e.g. power inactive machinery with 'machine orbs' and light up dark areas with 'sun orbs'.

- Action gameplay e.g. change gravity direction with 'gravity switch orbs' and move rapidly around areas with 'teleport orbs'.

- 5 player upgrades to download.
- Action platforming e.g. upgrade your abilities to allow advanced jumping and boosting.

- 16 system core power orbs to extract.
- Unlock the various areas of the computer system to find and extract the power orbs from the dangerous system core areas.
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- 57 unique gameplay areas split between 4 different zones, standard areas, system core areas and upgrade areas.
- 4 unique zone themes: Zone A (City), Zone B (Landscape), Zone C (Abstract) and Zone D (Spherical).

- Multiple render modes: Default, Negative, Monochrome Default and Monochrome Negative.
- Adjustable graphics options: Bloom, Depth of Field, Sun Shafts, Camera Motion Blur, Camera Noise, Chromatic Aberration

and Water Quality.

- Keyboard and mouse support (3 button mouse required).
- Xbox 360 controller support.

- Excellent sci-fi soundtrack by Imphenzia.

- Built with Unity 5.
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MASSIVE ending of the trilogy!. Its like a memey lolsy type of humor game.

i like it. Rainbow Six Lockdown is set up to be a squad based tactical shooter, where you and your team breach doors, rescue
hostages, and take down the bad guys. You have up to four team members at a time, and you issue fairly straightforward
commands to them. They are fairly mindless and sometimes stand stupidly while being fired on. It's not so bad, though - the
enemy does the exact same thing. Both of you are dealing with not-so-bright comrades so it all evens out.

Really, the thing to remember in single player is that it is all a training mode for multi-player. You always get far better
challenges playing against live humans than against computer-driven drones. So consider this your training grounds to get used
to the commands. On one hand the game is a bit challenging - you can't survive infinite hits with a gun before you go down. It is
much more realistic than many games in that sense. On the other hand, once you get even a basic grasp of how the tactics work,
you should be able to rip through many of the missions without any need for cover or caution. The enemy is fairly clueless and
you can usually kill them long before they start to take action.

Lockdown is worth a look and gives a solid decent amount play time, however people new to the series would be better to start
on another Rainbow six game as this is certainly not a highlight of the series.
. Not super difficult, requires knowledge of alternate picking. Fun little song to get better with.. This was very dissapointing. I'm
halfway through this game and I'm enjoying it so far. Great art, voice acting, and a simple but well done combat system. I
reccomend this if you're into these types of games.. Not even worth 0.75 euros

waste of money. Great game! I've been watching FF progress since they were making open world title, but when it became
released, I decided not to buy it. And now I see this remake, and it's really good even in current state. There are some bugs, but
they are not game-breaking, and there's much to do in the game, many places to loot, many combats to fight.

I think game devs made a right decision in the situation with original title. At least now it is really playable and, what's more
important, really enjoyable.

So, would I recommend this game? Yes. Even if devs will somehow stop supporting this game, the game in its current state will
give you many enjoyable moments, worth more than 10$ which you originally pay for it. It's a perfect blend of «Dead State»
(minus turn-based combats, but there's an option to pause the game and give orders while the game is paused, in case you need
to think over how to deal with danger), «This War Of Mine» and some other survival game titles.

ps By the way, I saw a line about survival game mode — it seems that these reviews were written before recent update. When I
bought this game, it was 30 days to survive, not 20.. just a simple whiteboard in your VR headset.

does perfectly what it says, although there are some caveats.

- hard to actually write down stuff legibly with the vive controller (some kind of haptic feedback if the pen is touching the
whiteboard would really help.)
- needs to have more functionality to it, e.g. being able to access your desktop or even calculators, so that you do not actually
have to go out of VR all the time for the basic stuff.

its not a must have purchase for me, recommend skipping it unless you have cash to burn.. I see what was attempted here: retro
FPS with banging music for the nostalgia of the 90's great shooters.

I'll git that the choice in music is good, however the controls are sluggish, even more than i would have expected and the
animation are too clunky to be interesting.

this was abig letdown for me. if yo u want a bit of nostalgic 90's shooters go pay 1.5$ for Wolfenstein 3D all I can suggest....
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A lot of people dislike that this one forces you to choose between the rebels and the shapers, both of which have huge issues.
But this is still a great game and in life sometimes you need to choose the lesser evil.. People say that The Bellows is a very short
game but I still couldn't finish it even during the second attempt - got too scared.
It's very jumscare heavy and a bit glitchy, but still it's an amazing free game.

P.S. The game works with Oculus Touch just fine.. Great movie, but the Steam movie player really needs some improvements..
In my opinion the only reason to buy is Hit as master, I love his techniques. The PQ's are just fighting against many enemies and
neither Cabba nor Cold is very special.
. Superstatic is a game heavily inspired by Hotline Miami. It switches between frantic combat and energizing hunt with your
supernatural psy abilities. But some of the things I liked most about Hotline Miami are sorely missing and it could use a bit more
development.

Unlike in HM you can't start out with any weapons and the game does not have anything like the mask system to adapt to a
certain level layout or enemies. The weapons of your enemies are random and you are always low on ammo. You cannot collect
ammo and you're limited to the weapon you picked up from a corpse that only has one magazine that is more often than not
already half empty. I guess this is supposed to make us use the psy abilities, but they are limited by your mana that does not
regenerate.

The game would be more fun with regenerating mana or a checkpoint system or bullet time that costs mana.

In HM you can use close combat weapons like a katana or knock out guards with doors. Sadly there are no close combat
weapons in Superstatic and your fists can't kill your enemies at all. The enemies wake up seconds after you knocked them out
and can kill you in an instant since you can't survive a single hit.

Another thing that makes the game harder than it has to be are the pixel art graphics. The pixelated style means that you might
not see the power boxes that let you recharge your mana or even your crosshairs. You can change their colors in the menu but
most of them blend in with the environment (black with the dark background, white with the tiles, red with the blood etc.).

The keybindings should be more independent and the interaction with characters can be a bit wonkey: your shadow clone has to
stand right besides an enemy to posess him and initiation a conversation rarely works on the first try.

This game is good and worth the money, but it has potential to be so much more.

(Like:
- A level in darkness only illuminated by the flashlights and gunfire of you and your enemies
- Bullettime
- A bit more stealth
- Distracting guards). You can finally customise deez nuts. Buggy. Crashes on certain loading screens for a lot of people.. Wood
Elves are my favorite team in this game, period. So far I have had the most fun with this team as well as the Chaos Dwarfs in
Chaos Edition\u2026 But even as I recomend it I will give some feedback that is worth considering before you buy them.

Wood Elves is the second fastest team in the game after the Skaven IIRC, it makes your team good at moving the ball for the
optimal pass, handoff and rush towards the end goal. They have one of the best if not THE best level one character in the
Wedancer and their catchers start with a good amount of skills that is well worth their asking price. They are also the only Elven
team that sport a big guy that is also a big guy that is stronger than all other big guys.

So\u2026 there is some negatives here. All chars bar the tree have armor value 7 thus making them injury prone and there will
be times where teams might implode as their high cost and replacing dying or ruined pieces is hard or impossible goal. All the
positions are disgustingly expensive as they are good, so getting new of them is a goal for a season rather than an off hand cash
spend. The tree have a 50% chance to not stand up if he is knocked over making him slow and sometimes unreliable but he soak
damage for the frail Elves and I feel he is worth it long term but he is not NEEDED.

If you want an Elven team that is fast, agile, good at stealing the ball and can move the ball from one end of the pitch and toss it
to other side with EASE then I would recommend these \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s as they are the gods
of Elve\u2019s \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. If you want a team that is different to what is offered in the
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core experience well these are not it. I would recommend Undead, Necromantic. Lizardmen or the Norse to get teams that stand
out more to the core races to be honest but if you want what these guys give, then they are just plain FUN. Painfull when losing
half the team at times\u2026 but fun!

Also, if you do not play Wood Elves - A prone Wardancer is in need of his head being kicked in, so remember that and make it
happen!. This game is an absolute ♥♥♥♥ing disaster. Setting up a controller is a nightmare, and once you get that done it's
impossible to play. It's a shame because the story is great and I really enjoyed the mechanic aspect of it. I'll keep at it and maybe
I'll change my mind, but as of now, I'm very disappointed.. Pretty decent little game. No-nonsense real time-ish first person
dungeon crawler with a good basic formula and varying tactical approaches. It's a bit rough around the edges (could do with a bit
of polish on collision/hit/damage feedback, perhaps), but it's entirely playable and scratches a certain itch. I actually rather like
the simple, oldschool quest dialogue. There's a refreshing, earnest purity and reverence for the essence of the dungeon crawl
spirit here, entirely free of the corrosive postmodern miasma which has largely consumed creative efforts in the West. If you
enjoy this sort of comfiness, and the trailer beckons to you, go ahead and grab this one.

I'll probably replay it twice to see how mage and dex/crit builds work out.
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